The genome of measles virus is encapsidated by multiple copies of the nucleoprotein (N), forming helical nucleocapsids of molecular mass approaching 150 Megadalton. The intrinsically disordered C-terminal domain of N (N TAIL ) is essential for transcription and replication of the virus via interaction with the phosphoprotein P of the viral polymerase complex. The molecular recognition element (MoRE) of N TAIL that binds P is situated 90 amino acids from the folded RNA-binding domain (N CORE ) of N, raising questions about the functional role of this disordered chain. Here we report the first in situ structural characterization of N TAIL in the context of the entire N-RNA capsid. Using nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, small angle scattering, and electron microscopy, we demonstrate that N TAIL is highly flexible in intact nucleocapsids and that the MoRE is in transient interaction with N CORE . We present a model in which the first 50 disordered amino acids of N TAIL are conformationally restricted as the chain escapes to the outside of the nucleocapsid via the interstitial space between successive N CORE helical turns. The model provides a structural framework for understanding the role of N TAIL in the initiation of viral transcription and replication, placing the flexible MoRE close to the viral RNA and, thus, positioning the polymerase complex in its functional environment.
NMR | SAXS | ensemble description | dynamics | unfolded protein M easles virus (MeV) is a member of the Paramyxoviridae family of the Mononegavirales order of negative sense, single stranded RNA viruses. The viral genome is encapsidated by multiple copies of the nucleoprotein (N) forming a helical nucleocapsid. Transcription and replication of the viral RNA are initiated by an interaction between N and the polymerase complex, composed of the phosphoprotein (P) and the RNAdependent RNA polymerase (1) . N consists of two domains: N CORE (residues 1-400), responsible for the interaction with the viral RNA and for maintaining the nucleocapsid structure, and a long intrinsically disordered domain, N TAIL (residues 401-525) serving as the anchor point for the polymerase complex (2, 3) . The molecular recognition element (MoRE) (residues 485-502) of the disordered N TAIL interacts with the C-terminal three-helix bundle domain, XD, of P (residues 459-507) (4) and thereby recruits the polymerase complex onto the nucleocapsid template (5, 6) .
The realization that intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are functional despite a lack of structure (7-9) has revealed entirely new paradigms that appear to redefine our understanding of the role of conformational flexibility in molecular interactions (10) (11) (12) . Until now most IDPs have been studied in isolation, or in the presence of a single interaction partner, although it is evident that a real physiological environment could influence the nature and relevance of apparent intrinsic disorder. In this context resolving the question of whether the protein is actually disordered in situ is of paramount importance. In this case the mechanistic role of the extensive disorder present in N TAIL is particularly intriguing, because the MoRE is located at a distance of 90 apparently unfolded amino acids away from the folded N CORE domain that binds the RNA (13) . In order to resolve the mechanism by which the remote interaction between N TAIL and the polymerase complex initiates transcription and replication, it is necessary to develop an atomic resolution understanding of molecular disorder in the context of the intact nucleocapsid. Here we use Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, small angle scattering (SAS), and electron microscopy (EM) to describe the conformational behavior and mechanistic role of N TAIL in situ.
Results

N TAIL Populates a Dynamic Equilibrium Comprising Preencoded Helical
Conformers at the Phosphoprotein Recognition Site. In this study we have developed an atomic resolution ensemble description of isolated N TAIL from MeV using recently developed tools designed to provide quantitative descriptions of conformational equilibria in IDPs on the basis of experimental NMR data (14) (15) (16) . Chemical shifts (17, 18) and residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) (19, 20) , measured in a weakly ordering alignment medium were combined to directly probe the level and nature of residual structure in N TAIL , revealing that while the majority of N TAIL behaves like an intrinsically disordered chain, the MoRE exists in a rapidly interconverting conformational equilibrium between an unfolded form and conformers containing one of four discrete α-helical elements situated around the interaction site (Fig. 1, Fig. S1 , Tables S1 and S2). All of these α-helices are found to be stabilized by N-capping interactions mediated by side chains of four different aspartic acids or serines that precede the observed helices (21, 22) . N-capping stabilization of helices or turns represents an important mechanism by which the primary sequence encodes prerecognition states in disordered proteins, and has been observed in the proteins Tau (23), Sendai virus N TAIL (19) , the N-terminal transactivation domain of p53 (24) , and the ribosomal protein L9 (25) .
A crystal structure of the chimeric complex between a short construct of N TAIL and XD shows that N TAIL docks as a helix between residues Q486 and A502 (26) . This helix is similar to the longest of the four helical elements present in isolated N TAIL . Changes in chemical shifts and RDCs (Fig. 2) confirm that upon binding to XD, the MoRE of N TAIL folds into a helix. However the decreasing values of secondary structure propensity (SSP) (17) and the RDCs towards the ends of the helix indicate Author contributions: M.R.J., F.G., R.W.H.R., and M.B. designed research; M.R.J., G.C., E.A.R.J., N.M., A.D., L.S., L.M., F.G., M.J., S.L., and M.B. performed research; M.R.J., G.C., F.G., and M.B. analyzed data; and M.R.J., F.G., R.W.H.R., and M.B. wrote the paper.
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This article contains supporting information online at www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/ doi:10.1073/pnas.1103270108/-/DCSupplemental. some residual degree of dynamics in the complex. In addition, exchange line broadening persists for residues surrounding the two smallest helices (H1 and H2) present in the conformational equilibrium, even for a large excess of XD compared to N TAIL . There is therefore evidence that both conformational selection from the equilibrium free-form ensemble, and coupled folding and binding, drive the interaction between N TAIL and XD, testifying to the complexity of this highly dynamic interaction. (Fig. 2) , again raising the intriguing question of the functional role of this long strand. To extend the investigation of N TAIL to a physiologically relevant environment, we have therefore used solution state NMR to characterize the conformational behavior and flexibility of 15 N, 13 C labeled nucleocapsids. From EM (Fig. 3) we estimate the molecular mass distribution of the objects in the NMR sample to fall in a range between 2 to 50 Megadalton that would normally preclude detection of solution state NMR signals of a folded globular protein (27) . The heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectrum of the intact capsids however reveals that N TAIL remains flexible when attached to the nucleocapsid. Comparisons of 1 H-15 N (Fig. 3) , and 13 C-13 C (Fig. S2) To further probe the conformational dynamics of N TAIL , we have measured 15 N R 2 spin relaxation rates in isolated N TAIL and intact nucleocapsids (Fig. 4B ). Isolated N TAIL shows uniform R 2 relaxation rates throughout the sequence, except in the MoRE where the presence of residual helical structure results in elevated rates. 15 N R 2 values of N TAIL in the capsid exhibit a very different profile. In the center of the MoRE (around residue 495) R 2 values are similar to the rates in the isolated N TAIL domain, indicating that the MoRE is in slow exchange, while the larger relaxation rates observed at the edges of the MoRE indicate that the same exchange rate appears faster (smaller chemical shift differences) for these sites. These results suggest that the MoRE of N TAIL slowly exchanges on and off the surface of the nucleocapsids. Analysis of the intensity of the peaks shows that more than 95% of the MoRE population is bound. The R 2 values increase dramatically around residue 460, which, combined with the absence of signals of the first 50 residues of N TAIL , indicates that the first stretch of 50 amino acids of the unfolded domain is conformationally restricted. We note that the C terminus of the protein also interacts, either directly with the capsid, or folds back onto the MoRE as it interacts with the capsid. (5, (28) (29) (30) (31) . Nothing is known about the location and conformational state of N TAIL in intact nucleocapsids because N TAIL does not appear to contribute coherently to the reconstructed density from EM, however it is apparent that both the structure and dynamics of the nucleocapsids are significantly modulated by N TAIL . Whereas full-length capsids adopt flexible structures, the capsids become significantly more compact and rigid upon cleavage of the disordered tail ( Fig. 3 A and B) (5, 32, 33) . EM also reveals that the diameter of the capsid decreases from 200 to 190 Å and that the pitch decreases from 57.2 to 48.7 Å upon removal of N TAIL (34) .
The atomic resolution structure of N CORE of MeV is unknown, however, the structure of the N-RNA complex of Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV), another member of the Paramyxoviridae family, was recently solved using X-ray crystallography (35) , and docked into the EM density map of MeV N-RNA on the basis of secondary structural homology (34) . Notably, this coarse docking places the C terminus of N CORE , and therefore the N terminus of N TAIL , at the interior of the helix capsid, raising intriguing questions about the position of N TAIL within the capsid. Due to steric hindrance, the 13 copies of N TAIL per turn of the capsid helix cannot reside in the interior of the capsid and remain flexible enough to give rise to NMR signals. We have therefore investigated whether the disordered N TAIL can escape from the interior of the MeV nucleocapsid helix, as reconstructed using EM, by building explicit models that obey random coil statistics for the conformational sampling of the primary sequence, while avoiding the N CORE domains in the capsid. This model (Fig. 5 ) demonstrates that N TAIL can indeed exfiltrate from the interior of the capsid via the interstitial space between the N CORE moieties. Importantly, reorientational sampling of the chain calculated over the entire ensemble (Fig. 4C) , demonstrates that maximal angular freedom is only achieved after approximately 50 amino acids, providing a reasonable explanation for the lack of solution NMR signals up to residue 450. In this case the first 50 amino acids of N TAIL retain conformational disorder, which would also explain why they could not be resolved in the EM reconstruction of the capsids (34).
Small Angle Scattering Confirms Transient Binding of N TAIL MoRE to Capsid Surface. Small angle X-ray and neutron scattering (SAS) provides important information concerning the dimensions of N TAIL in intact nucleocapsids. Despite significant polydispersity in terms of length, the cross-sectional radii of gyration, R C , of the capsids can be accurately determined from these data. SAS analysis of the scattering length density distribution around the nucleocapsid symmetry axis gives R C values of ð78.0 AE 0.6Þ Å and ð69.5 AE 2.4Þ Å for the intact and cleaved forms respectively (Fig. 6, Fig. S3 ). The expected value of R C calculated from the atomic coordinates of RSV N-RNA docked into the reconstructed electron density of the cleaved MeV capsid gives very good agreement with experiment (68.0 Å), while the calculated model of the capsid with the full-length chain gives a value of 83.8 Å when the MoRE is entirely free, and 78.4 Å when the center of the MoRE is positioned less than 8 Å from any of the folded domains of the capsid. The NMR-based model of a transient interaction between the MoRE and the capsid is therefore strongly supported by the SAS data. These results also provide a steric explanation for the observed decrease in pitch between intact and cleaved capsids (34) , as parts of the disordered N TAIL reside in the interstitial space between the N CORE lobes.
Discussion
Measurements of NMR, SAS, and EM on nucleocapsids therefore provide the basis for the development of an in situ ensemble model describing the conformational behavior of N TAIL in intact nucleocapsids. On the basis of this model we are able to provide a structural framework for understanding the dual role of the 125 amino acid intrinsically disordered N TAIL domain. The first 50 disordered amino acids form an articulated spacer that allows the MoRE to escape from the interior of the capsid via the confined interstitial space between successive turns of the helix. The remainder of the chain, on the other hand, is more mobile, and retains the conformational sampling that exists in the isolated form of the protein. This sampling includes the conformational equilibrium of rapidly interconverting helical elements in the MoRE that is predefined by the primary sequence. At the same time the MoRE exchanges on and off the surface of the nucleocapsids, with the majority of conformers in contact with the capsid. The NMR and SAS data indicate that at any given time approximately one of the 13 copies of the nucleoprotein per helical turn is completely free in solution, while the remainder are bound to the capsid surface. While we currently have no information about the position of the binding site, or whether this binding is specific, such a mode of action would provide an efficient mechanism by which N TAIL could "catch" the viral polymerase complex when in free solution, and colocalize the complex on the nucleocapsid surface, thereby initiating transcription and replication of the viral RNA. Interestingly the RNA is sequestered on the outer surface of the RSV and MeV capsids (34, 35), which would place the RNA in the immediate vicinity of N TAIL as it emerges from the interstitial space, providing a mechanistic rationalization of the entire disordered domain of the nucleocapsid. Further structural and dynamic information will be necessary in order to determine the subsequent sequence of events that follow this initial recognition step, and ultimately lead to transcription and replication.
Methods
Cloning, expression, and purification of the isotopically labeled isolated MeV N TAIL domain and the C-terminal domain of P (XD) were described previously (13) . Cloning, expression, and purification procedures for MeV nucleoproteins are described in SI Text (34) . Random cellular RNA forms the basis of the reconstituted nucleocapsids which are therefore of variable length.
NMR Experiments. All NMR experiments were carried out at 25°C. For the measurement of RDCs 13 C, 15 N labeled N TAIL was aligned in a liquid crystal composed of poly-ethylene glycol (PEG) and 1-hexanol (36) giving rise to a residual deuterium splitting of 21 Hz. 1 D N-HN , 1 D Cα-C 0 and 1 D Cα-Hα RDCs were obtained using 3D BEST-type HNCO and HN(CO)CA experiments modified to allow for coupling evolution in the 13 C dimension (37) . Spectra were acquired with a sweep width of 7.5 kHz and 512 complex points in the 1 H dimension and a sweep width of 1.32 kHz and 36 complex points in the 15 N dimension. For the 13 C dimension, the spectra were acquired with a sweep width of 1.2 kHz and 60 complex points (HNCO-type spectra) and 3 kHz and 60 com- . Spectra were processed in NMRPipe (38) and analyzed using Sparky (39) and CCPN (40) .
The complex between N TAIL and XD was obtained by preparing a sample containing 0.14 mM 15 N, 13 C N TAIL and 1.4 mM unlabeled XD. The complex was aligned in a liquid crystal composed of PEG and 1-hexanol giving rise to a residual deuterium splitting of 26 Hz. 1 D N-HN were obtained for N TAIL in the complex using a 2D IPAP SOFAST-HMQC (41) experiment containing 1,024 complex points in the 1 H dimension and 150 complex points in the 15 N dimension. All RDCs (free and bound form of N TAIL ) were measured at a 1 H resonance frequency of 600 MHz. 15 N R 2 relaxation rates of N TAIL in its free form and in the context of intact nucleocapsids were measured at a 1 H frequency of 1,000 MHz. Standard pulse sequences were used and the spectra were recorded with a sweep width of 14 kHz and 1,024 complex points in the 1 H dimension and a sweep width of 3 kHz and 100 complex points in the 15 N dimension (42) .
Asteroids Description of the Molecular Recognition Element of N TAIL from NMR Data. Experimental RDCs and Cα chemical shifts were used in a combined approach to obtain an ensemble description of the MoRE of N TAIL using the minimal ensemble approach (19) . A representative ensemble description of the N TAIL MoRE (defined between residues 485-502) was obtained by generating ensembles of N TAIL each consisting of 10,000 conformers using flexible-meccano (14) with varying helix lengths and positions within the MoRE. One hundred and twenty different ensembles were created to cover the entire MoRE with helices with a minimum length of four residues and a maximum length of 18 residues. Furthermore, an ensemble without helices comprising 50,000 conformers was generated. The alignment tensor of each conformer in the ensembles was calculated using PALES (43, 44) and ensemble-averaged RDCs were obtained for each of the 121 ensembles. Ensembleaveraged chemical shifts were calculated using SPARTA (45) using 1,000 conformers, except for the completely unfolded ensemble where 5,000 conformers were used.
The number of helices, N, necessary to describe the experimental data, and the position and length of the helices, were determined by incrementing N. For each step, the genetic algorithm ASTEROIDS (16) was used to select N helical ensembles and their associated populations such that the predicted population weighted RDCs (Fig. 1B, Fig. S1 ) and chemical shifts (Fig. 1C) were in agreement with the experimental values using:
O k and O U are the simulated ensemble-averaged observables for the kth helical and unfolded ensemble, respectively, and p k is the population associated with the kth ensemble. A χ 2 function is calculated over all residues of the MoRE. Model selection is achieved by optimization of the population and a scaling factor for the RDCs corresponding to the degree of alignment (Table S2) . Experimental Cα chemical shift uncertainty used in the combined target function was estimated as 0.3 ppm. The ASTEROIDS selection used 2,000 successive generations and was repeated 10 times for each run to ensure a well defined solution for each value of N (16). Standard F-statistics were used to test the significance of one model over the other (Table S1) .
Modelling of N TAIL in the Context of the Capsid. N TAIL was built onto the atomic resolution model of N CORE derived from docking of the RSV N CORE structure into the EM density of MeV N-RNA capsids. Disordered N TAIL conformers were built using the flexible-meccano algorithm that sequentially constructs peptide chains by randomly sampling amino acid specific dihedral angle distributions (14) . Steric clashes are avoided with the folded domains of all copies of N CORE in the capsid. Angular order parameters relative to the capsid frame were calculated over 5,000 conformers in a single ensemble of independent copies of N TAIL from the same N protein as described (46) .
Small Angle X-Ray Scattering. SAXS experiments were carried out on intact and trypsin-digested nucleocapsids at concentrations of 0.35 mM (intact capsids) and 0.25 mM (digested capsids). All sample volumes were adjusted to 50 μL, and were measured on the high brilliance beamline ID02 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) Grenoble, France, using a quartz capillary with 2 mm optical path-length. Scattering data were recorded at a sample-detector distance of 1.5 m at a photon wavelength λ ¼ 0.996 Å (E ¼ 12.46 keV). Both samples and the buffer were exposed for five times 0.1 s. No radiation damage was observed in any case. The corrected one-dimensional intensities IðQÞ (Q ¼ ð4π∕λÞ sin θ, where 2θ is the scattering angle) from the buffers were subtracted from the respective sample intensities using the SAXS Utilities program (47) .
Small Angle Neutron Scattering. Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) experiments were carried out on intact and trypsin-digested nucleocapsids at concentrations of 0.35 mM (intact capsids) and 0.05 mM (digested capsids). All sample volumes were adjusted to 200 μL and were measured on the instrument D22 at the Institute Laue-Langevin (ILL) (Grenoble, France) in Hellma® quartz cuvettes 100QS with 1 mm optical path length. Scattering data were recorded at instrumental configurations (collimator/detector) 2 m∕2 m, 8 m∕8 m, and 17.6 m∕17.6 m at a neutron wavelength λ ¼ 6 Å. At each configuration, the samples, the buffers, the empty beam, an empty quartz cuvette, as well as a boron sample (electronic background) were measured. Exposure times varied from 30 min to 3 h according to sample and collimator/detector setup. Transmissions were measured during 2 min for each sample. Raw data were reduced using a standard ILL software package (48) , normalized to an absolute scale after the various detector corrections and azimuthally averaged to obtain the one-dimensional scattering curve.
Calculation of Cross-Sectional Radius of Gyration from Scattering Data. Assuming capsid structures (hollow cylinders with an overall length much larger than the diameter), scattering curves were analyzed in terms of rod-like shaped particles. Cross-sectional radii of gyration, R C , were extracted from linear fits of SAXS and SANS data according to (49) :
Ið0Þ is the cross-sectional part of the scattering. The range of validity of the approximation was reasonably fulfilled in both cases (intact form: 0.92 ≤ R C Q ≤ 1.43; cleaved form: 0.79 ≤ R C Q ≤ 1.22). The experimentally determined cross-sectional radii of gyration (Eq. 2) were compared to the ones calculated from the atomic resolution structure of RSV docked into the EM density map of MeV N-RNA using the radial coordinates r i of the N atoms in a unit sectorial element around the cylindrical axis of symmetry:
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